The Google Newspaper Search program was launched on September 8, 2008[1]. 
Introduction
Google Newspaper Digitization, Indexing and Search program is an ambitious attempt to bring online a significant portion of human history, as reported at the time of its occurrence. Starting from archived microfilms corresponding to past newspaper editions, html news articles get generated which are indexed for subsequent search and retrieval. In this context, it is worth noting that in order to build a searchable index from archived images of newspaper pages, it is not enough to simply do OCR on the entire page and dump the resulting words in the index. The sheer variety of words and topics found on a newspaper page would confuse any system that attempts to rank and/or cluster them. Instead, it is desirable to segment the page into separate news articles and treat these articles (as opposed to the entire page) as individual items for indexing. Thus, article segmentation, extraction of individual articles from the page image is an important topic in this paper [3] .
Another equally important topic is binding, which is the process of collecting pages from the same date of a given newspaper (edition) together. Binding allows us to tag each news article with its date of publication [2] .
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 outlines the algorithms and systems. Section 4 shows results. .
Related Work
Baird [4] developed a system in which white space is covered greedily by rectangles until all text blocks are isolated. Like him, we are also motivated by the maxims, "Background is simpler than foreground", "white space is a layout delimiter" (we also add long vertical and horizontal lines to the list of layout delimiters). Breuel [5] also presents approaches for covering the background whitespace of documents in terms of maximal empty rectangles. Our approach however, does not depend on rectangular covers for the white space. Due to noise and non-uniform illumination on newspaper page images, white spaces detected are usually imperfect and rectangular cover based approaches fail.
In 2003, 2005, 2007 ICDAR held the page segmentation competition [10] , [15] , [16] . Notable entries there were the classifier based DAN system [11] , the connected component based Oce system and the morphology based ISI system [12] . Antonocopoulos developed a background description based page segmentation approach [17] . We have been inspired by all these systems.
Finally, the core image processing library used in the project is Leptonica [13] . Fig. 1 shows the overall system architecture. The input to the system is a microfilm roll. By scanning it, we typically get a very wide image corresponding to about a month's worth of newspaper pages laid side by side in increasing order of date. This image is processed by the backend pipeline shown in Fig. 1 .
Algorithms and System Descriptions

Fig. 1: System Architecture
Details appear in following sections.
Page Segmentation
This module extracts individual pages from the wide image corresponding to the entire microfilm roll.
The wide image has newspaper pages (dark foreground on lighter background) separated by dark strips.
Consequently, our page segmenter essentially recognizes connected components of background color on the wide image. Then it eliminates the components that are too small and the remaining connected components are pages. Once pages are extracted, rest of the pipeline deals with pages only.
Flip Correction
Newspaper pages can and do get flipped (lateral inversion, 180 or 90 degrees rotation etc.) during the microfilming process. We have an automated system to fix this, using the fact that only the correct orientation would lead to valid, dictionary words from OCR. Since OCR is expensive, we prune the search space by utilizing the fact that newspaper blocks typically have uniform widths (up to some fuzz factor). Hence, we do a crude and fast block segmentation (which identifies blocks of foreground text) and compute a histogram of block widths. If the histogram lacks a sharp peak, we rotate the page image by 90 degrees. Subsequently, we do not need to explore the orthogonal (landscape) orientations. Even among the portrait orientations, we OCR only the three tallest blocks from the histogram peak, as they are most likely to be text blocks.
Binding
Binding refers to the process of collecting together the newspaper pages belonging to the same date (aka same edition). Now, in a typical microfilm, pages from a given edition appear contiguously and sequentially. Hence, if we identify all the front pages in a microfilm, binding effectively reduces to collecting together all pages from one front page up to, but not including, the next. Thus, the core task in binding is front page identification. For that, we manually obtain one sample/template front page image from every microfilm roll. Other front pages are obtained by matching against this template.
The matching is done via techniques for object detection in cluttered environment. In all the front pages of a given newspaper, the newspaper title (e.g., a stylized rendition of "Wall Street Journal") and perhaps some unique logo will appear. These are the objects we try to recognize in the presence of clutter (everything else on the front page is clutter). On each microfilm, one template front page is identified manually. The remaining front pages are obtained by comparing against this.
Object recognition is done in 2 steps: 
Image Cleaning
Newspaper page images obtained from microfilms have non-uniform illumination and extremely high levels of noise. Background and foreground (text/pictures) gray levels vary significantly, from one portion of a page to another portion of the same page. Without cleaning, such images are unsuitable for display and/or OCR. Our image cleaning approach is based upon a novel image binarization technique. Obviously, global threshold based binarization is not suitable here. Our image binarizer is local in nature and is based on morphological grayscale reconstruction [7] . In the following discussion, we assume (without loss of generality) that the foreground is whiter than background.
Our approach is based on the assumption that there will be a minimum contrast between foreground and background gray levels. In other words, the foreground profiles will more or less look like a peak/dome above the background. Our fore ground detector is essentially an H-dome detector [13] . The entire process is described in FIGURE 2. One result is shown in FIGURE 3 .
Once we have identified the foreground and background pixels from the binary image, we paint all background pixels with saturated white. We do not paint all the foreground pixels with saturated black, however, to avoid aliasing artifacts. Instead, foreground grey levels get mapped to one of 4 values at the dark end of the spectrum.
OCR
We use a third party OCR engine. Despite being one of the leading OCR engines of the world, it makes many mistakes on newspaper page images. This is due to the high noise level, non-uniform illumination, tears and scratches and extreme variations in font sizes on a newspaper page.
In particular, the OCR engine often mistakes large headlines on newspaper pages as pictures. To mitigate this, we OCR the page image, erase all detected text, scale the image down and re-OCR. Fig. 6 . Given an orphan block directly below a line spanning multiple blocks or at the top of the page, we link it with the non-orphan block whose bottom is below the top margin of the orphan block and there is no other block between the two. Also, vertically overlapping orphan blocks belong to the same article. 4. Transitive Closure on the block pairs belonging to same article. Each closed set of body-text blocks constitute one individual article. Add the appropriate headline block to the set and we have the complete article.
Results
Fig . 5, 6 show some article segmentation results. Articles are color coded (headlines are shown with a deeper shade of same color as article). Overall article segmentation accuracy is ~90% (measured against manual ground truth). Overall OCR accuracy (in terms of fraction of dictionary words on page) is ~80%. 
